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1. The present report describes developments relating to the United Nations 
Interim Force in Lebanon (UNIFIL) for the period from 13 January to 8 June 1979. 
Some of this information was contai,ned in my interim report of 19 April 1979 
concerning the implementation of resolution 444 (1979) (S/13258) and in my special 
reports of 19 April and 9 Nay (S/13254 and s/13308). The purpose of the present 
report is to provide a comprehensive account of the activities of WIFIL since my 
report of 12 January (s/13026) in pursuance of the mandate entrust& to it by the 
Council in resolutions 425 (1978) and 426 (1978) and extended by resolutions 
434 (1978) and 444 (1979). 

I. COMPOSITION ANP DEPLOYMWT OF THE FORCF 

A. Corn&ion and command - -__ 

2. The composition of UKIFIL as of 8 June 1979 was as follows: 

Infantry battalions 

Fiji 

Ireland 

NepFLl 

Xetherlands 

Nigeria 

NOrWay 

Senegal 

Headauarters cowany 

Ireland 

Engineer company 

rrance 

Logistic units 

France 

NODJay 

TOTAL 

656 

625 

643 

800 

776 

653 

592 

129 

115 

494 

289 

5,772 

3. In addition to the above personnel, UNIFIL is assisted by 37 military 
observers of the United Nations Truce Supervision Orgenization in Palestine (UNTSO). 

4. The Iranian infantry battalix was withdrawn in late January and the French 
infantry battalion in mid-March. In early March, the new Dutch infantry battalion 
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of 800 all ranks arrived, and the Fijian, Nepalese and Nigerian contingents were 
strengthened by 150, 50, and 180 additional personnel, respectively. Governments 
have been approached to provide additional troops to bring the Force up to its 
authorized strength. 

Conlrand 

5. Command of UNIFIL continues to be exercised by Major-General 
Emmanuel A. Erskine. Lieutenant-General Ensio Siilasvuo continues as the Chief 
Co-ordinator of United Nations Peace-keeping Missions in the Middle East. 

Rotation of contingents 

6. During the present reporting period, French, Irish, Nepalese, Nigerian and 
Norwegian contingents carried out full rotations. The rotation of the Senegalese 
contingent is under way. 

Casualties 

'I . During the period covered by this report, four members of UNIFIL were killed 
and 23 injured, as a result of firing incidents. Six soldiers were killed and 
15 wounded as a result of accidents. 

Jliscipline 

8. 'The discipline, understanding and bearing of the members of UNIFIL, who have 
worked in difficult and often dangerous conditions, have been of a high order, 
reflecting credit on the soldiers and their commanders, as well as on the countries 
that contribute contingents to the Force. 

B. Deployment 

There has been a significant change in the deployment of the Force since the 
~rcscntntion of my report of 12 January 1979 (s/13026). iriith the withdrawal of the 
:Iranian and French battalions, UNIFIL had to redeploy with seven instead of 
eight battalions as before. 

10. The present deployment of UNIFIL is as follow (see annexed map): 

a. The Force headquarters is located at Naqoura. 

b. The Senegalrse battalion is deployed in the northern part of the western 
sector with its headquarters at Marakah. 

c. The Fijian battalion is deployed in the southern part of the western 
sector. Its headquarters is at Oana. 

/ . . . 
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a. 

e. 

f. 

6. 

h. 

1. 

j. 

k. 

1. 

The Nigerian battalion is deployed in the northern part of the central 
sector with its headquarters at Tayr Zibna. 

The Dutch battalion is deployed in the south-western part of the central 
sector. Its headquarters is at Ilaris. 

The Irish battalion is deployed in the south-eastern part of the central 
sector. Its headquarters is at Tibnin. 

The Nepalese battalion is deployed,in the western part of the eastern 
sector. Its headquarters is at Blate. 

The Norwegian battalion is deployed in the eastern part of the eastern 
sector. Its headquarters is at Ebel Es-Saqi. 

The Irish headquarters company is based in Naqoura. 

The French logistic component is located at Naqoura. 

The French engineer company is located at Ras al Lawzah. 

The Norwegian logistic component is deployed as follow: 

1. the maintenance company is located in the vicinity of Tibnin; 

ii. the medical company at Naqoura; and 

iii. the helicopter wing at Naqoura. 

m. UNTSO military observers continue to man OP Lab.' The other four OPs (II&, 
Ras, Mar and Khiam) are manned by the Dutch, Irish, Nigerian, and 
Norwegian battalions. 

n. A composite guard detachment is situated in Tyre Barracks. This 45-man 
unit from one battalion continues to be dram on a two-weeli rotation 
basis from all battalions in the Force. 

II. ACCOMMODATION AND LOGISTICS 

A. Accommodation 

11. Since the presentation of my report of 12 January (s/13026), the Force has 
made some progress on the transfer of personnel from tented to prefabricated 
accommodation both in the field and at headquarters. At Naqoura the prefabricated 
accommodation programme is virtually completed. In addition to personnel 
accommodation, a prefabricated hospital complex has been made operational, and 
communal buildings, cook-houses, dining halls, messes and offices are now 

/ . . . 



functioning in their new installations. T!ork on storage facilities for sup:plies 
has a.lso progressed wll. In the contingent areas, the programm!~ inauguratec? 
Cluring the second mandate period to provide basic accommodation in cax~ps and OF's 
continues, with units conc~rrled providing the necessary labour. I:orrever, this 
project has at times been slowed down owing to the prevai~ling situation in the 
area of operation. 

B. Logistics 

12. Logistic support for UIJIFIL continues to be provided 'by the French and 
Norwegian logistic units. The strength of the loFistic components of the Force 
remains approximately at the same level as recorded in qr report of 
12 January 1979 (s/13026). ~:owver, in view of the nature of its functions, the 
French engineer company is listed separately in th? present report and not as R 
component of th? French logistic unit as before. The functions of UIJIFIL logistic 
units remain as described in my report of 13 September 1978 (S/12845, paras. 22 
and 23). Communications continue to be provided by contingents and by Field 
Service officers. 

1.3. During the period covmed by this report, UNIFIL has continued its efforts 
to increase purchz,%.?s of supplies from Lebanese sources or throuy;h Lebanon. This 
it has be?n able to accomplish only on a modest scale in view of continuing 
difficulties of communication and supply. Arrangements for supplementary 
provisioning of the Force from the Israeli side have thus hem :,laintaini?d. :LllCllliW3 
in such provisioning are purchases of frozen neat and dry rations ori<qinatinL; in 
Cyprus and shipped to UIGIFIL through the port of Haifa. 

I . . . 







a 9ther activities 0-T the Yorce ..---- -_-,- 

23. Consistent wit:? the WITIL objective of promotin; a proqressivc return to 
norma. ecocoinic ard sociel life ii7 the area, the Force has contioued to support the 
Ufii,tefi. !$atioyLs mer,yency relief and reconstruction progr8mne for southern Te'iJanon9 

.I,,;:! i 13 I-. i s co,-ordinated by the a?ecial Representative of the Secretary--General for 
hmnit arim assistmce in Lebanon. In so cioinr: 1 it h.as collaborated actively wit!? 
t% Lebanese Gowrment's assistmce efforts in the area 1 which are now under the 
direct supervision of the Goves~or of southern Lebanorl who !?as been ,@"anted special 
oowers and resources by the central authorities in 13eirut. ':'his collaborative 
effort has contributed si6glificantly to the fulfilment of one of the ob,joc%ives 
stipulated ir the first phase of the nro:r?~~me of activities. In i~cy interim report 
of 151 loril I nrovided a summry of these activities (S/13258, parns. 3 and 10). 
mserglent to t~+?zl; reyport II rrorlr has continued in all projects referred to tl-?erei?; 
altlklilg!? progress is occasiomlly !mmpered by shelli:lr: and harassment by the 
de facto forces of ,ebanese personr:fl commissioned to work in the area. .--.,- 

G . Iccidetks "-. --- 

?I:, 'The mmber of incidents involving Palestinian and Le'oanese armed elements and 
u<fIFIi; has increased during the period ulder review. Tke Imajority of these 
incidents imolved attmpts a:t infiltration of armed personnel i!?to the UXFIL area 

/ . * * 





de fac.to forces and the Israeli authorities. In another incident, three Irish 
positions were isolated for three veeks i!7 the latter part of .\pril, ~vhen the 
c:e facto forces cut a11 their supply routes. .--.II 

2:3 ~ In my interirz report. of 19 April, I referred to the increesi7g incidence of 
Israeli military personnel presence on Lebanese territory controlled by the de facto_ 
force:; (S/13258, parn. 19). ilXIFIL has recorded a total of 291 such border 
violations during; t!x period under review. The most serious border violation 
occurred. 011 3 iiay ~ikn a sizable unit of the Israel Defence Force (IDF) entered into 
the WI:?IL are:? of operation !xtnned by the Irish battalion in the vicinity of 
S1xSqra. I subflitted a special report on t!lis incident to the Security Council on 
t;le saint day (S/1:308). 

29. ,I)urir!r: t!e period under review, there !?as been a serious escalation of 
e:tc!!ano:es of fire across t!?e area where UVIFIL is fully deployed, involving, on one 
side, Palestinian armed elements and, on the other, either the de facto forces or 
Israeli forces ~ Particularly heavy exchan~~es of artillery and mortar fire took 
olace bc~tveen 19 and 21: Jamm:y, between 12 and 17 Xarch, between 22 and 25 April, 
and durin! mlC!h of the !n.onth of Flay. Or. most occasions U:XFIL M&S able to bring 
shout a ceese~-fire. 

30. The most serious recent incident ifivolved heavy exchanges of fire over a 
pzriod extcndiflg from 26 to 30 Hay between the de facto forces and armed elements. 
The latter WE renorted to have initiated most of the firing. Or. this occasion, 
the de facto forces not only :fired on tarsets in the 'Tyre pocket and north of t!2e 
Lita;?=, but also into the UZIFIL area of operation. A significant number of 
rounds impacted inside villae;es in the U'IIFIL area, in some instances close to 
:Jnited ::!atiow+ positions. At t!?e village of As Siddiqin, four civilians were killed 
and o!>e wounded. Reasons given by the leader of the de facto forces for shellir?g 
targets ifl the UXIFIL area of operation were that Palestinians had fired at them 
from inside the UVIFIL area. :'.fter exhaustive investigation and checking vith 
approximately 100 %?JIFIL posts in the area, the above allegations proved totally 
unfounded, Fire eventually c,zased after persistent efforts by UNIFIL with the 
parties. 

31. Folloving these exc!?any;es of fire) there j~ere no serious incidents in the area, 
except one OY 5 June Mxn exchanges of fire, reportedly initiated by the de facto 
forces, took place between the armed elements at the Chateau de Beaufort area and 

.,. 

the de facto forces in t!:!e vicinity of Marjayoun. 

32. Finally, it is relevant to mentiw certain incidents involving Israeli forces 
and Palestinian ari?ed elements outside the UNIFIL area of operation, since they have 
had a l,eerin~ on ,tl?e situation ilz the area. There were several bolnb explosions and 
other aruled activities in Israel for which Palestinian organizations claimed 
responsibility. A nun?ber of extensive attacks by air, sea and by long-ranye 
artillery vere launched by Israeli forces against targets in the Tyre pocket and 
north of the Litar.i river. These incidents inevitably contributed to an increase of 
tensio!? in the area and had an adverse effect on the functioning of UNIFIL. They 
have been brought to the attention of the Security Council and/or t!le General 

I . 9 a 



~?SSefl'aly by the Permanent Representative of Israel. (S/13028, S/13037, S/13041, 
S/13053, S/13058, A/34/102-S/13127, A/34/131-S/13192,, A/34/151-,S/1320:, <h/34/175.., 
S/13239, ,A/34/184.-S/13249, A/34/203-S/13260, h/34/204-5/13261, 4/34/207-S/13264, 
S/13312/Corr.l, S/13320, A/34/277.--S/13346, A/34/298-5/13376), the Pemnanent 
?cmesentative of Lebanon (A/34/68-5/13051, h/34/177-S/13242, A/34/27&Z/13348, 
n/34./205--S/13355) and the representatives of the PLO (S/13036, S/13045,, S/13052, 
S/13241, S/13266, S/13269, S/13204, S/13305, S/13351, A/34/300-9/13379). 
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33. By its resolution 33/14 of 3 November 1978, the Ccncral Assembly, among o-tkr 
things, authorized the SPcrctary-Crnernl to enter into commitx?~~ks for UXIFIL at ii 
rate not to exceed $11,142,000 per month for i;h<> :ocriod from 19 January to 
31 October 1979 inclusive, sho~l(~ the Srcurity Council decide to continue the Force> 
beyond the period oI' four months authorizrd ,under its resolution 434 (1978) of 
16 September 1978. Accordingly, should t'he Security Council r,?nC~i thn U!JIFIL 
mandate .beyond 19 June 1979, the costs to thr United htiorm for maintaining WIFIL 
u? to 31 October 1979 would bc within .the level of the authorization to enter irito 
commitments provided by the Gcnrral Assembly in its resolution 33/14, assuming,: 
continuance of its existing strength ai16 responsibilities. Appropriate financial 
provision will need to be rrnilr by the Generai Asscmhly Rt it; thir%y-fourth s:lssion 
ic respect of periocls after 31 October 1979, if the pcrioci of extension determine6 
by the Security Council goes beyond~ t!?at date. 

34. During the period under review, th?re lzve been continued efforts xt all levels 
to secure the further implemcnt?tion of th? mandlat? of UZIFIL as a whole. In my 
interim report to the Council of 19 April (S/13258), I gave an account of tl?eSP 
efforts within the context of th? situation in th? UNITIL area of operation. :1r! 
particular I described the strps which had already hera ta!iPn in fulfilment of tl'!e 
first phase of the programme of activities drawn up by the Govcrnmcnt of Lrbnnon in 
consultation with the Secretary-General and in accordance rritk~ resolution 444 (1979). 
Of these the most significani was tht? deployment of a icbancse army battalion in 
the UNIFIL area of operation in mi<-April ar!d an increase of Lcbanesc civilian 
administrative personnel in south!?m Lebanon. Th-se certainly reprrscnt important 
steps towards the restoratior> of the Lebanese Covernmrnt's authority nnd~ 
sovereignty in southern Lebanon which is one of the most imy,ortant objectiws of 

the mandate assigned to UNIFIL in Security Council resolution 425 (:!978j. 

35. I regret to say that, in spite of the efforts of succeeding Presidents of the 
Security Council, the Secretwy-General, various Governmrnts in a position to bring 
their influence to bear, the Chief Co-ordinator of United Nations Pew?-Beeping 
Missions and the Force Commar~der, a stalemate has persisted since mid-April. 
Continuing difficulties have been encountered in sxuring the further deployment 
of UNIFIL into its full area of operation and this situnti,on has bren agr,rava,ted 
by the conditions of hcightwed trnsion in th? area. In my two r<:port:: Of 
19 April (S/l3254 and S/13250), I described some of th? incidents chic!? had 
resulted from the forceful opposition of t:~l~e de facto forces to the deployment of _--- 
the Lebanese battalion. Since that time, as indicated in my interim report, this 

unto-operative attitude has persisted and :.ii:s on all too frwguent occasions taken 
the form of threats and haraijsin,? actions both against UNIFIL and against the 
civilian population in the area of operation. Continued representations to the 
Israeli authorities have as yet failed to achieve the cbangc of vos,ition required 
for a significant improvement in the deploflent of URIFIL. 

/... 
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3h. The Security Council has voiced its concern over this situation publicly on 
two occasions since mid-April. I myself am deeply concerned not only at the 
continued opposition to the full carrying out of the UNIFIL mandate, but also at 
the forceful manifestations of that opposition and the risks which such 
manifestations constitute to the lives and security both of the civilian population 
in the area and of the personnel of UNIFIL. 

37. The attitude of some factions of the armed elements has also posed serious 
problems for the functioning of UNIFIL. There has been some increase in attempts 
at infiltration of the LJNIFIL area of operation, one of which led, on 3 February, 
to a serious clash with UNIFIL troops. Iiijackinp, of UNIFIL vehicles and firing at 
UNIFIL positions have also occurred with greater frequency. These developments are 
disturbing although they have in most instances been brought under control with 
the co-operation of the representatives of the PLO. 

38. I wish to assure the Council that I shall continue my efforts to persuade the 
parties concerned to afford ,their co-operation for the full implementation of 
UNIFIL's mandate. Each of the parties has their own particular preoccupations 
wi-th the situation in southern Lebanon and it is our task to try to find means 'by 
which these preoccupations can be trade compatible with the co-operation with 
LINIFIL which has hitherto been notably lacking in some important respects. In this 
connexion, there have recently been certain developments which might lead to a 
relaxation of tension. The PLO leadership have recently reaffirmed their 
commitment not to initiate any action from inside the UNIFIL area of operation and 
have stated that they will not shell IDF or de facto forces targets from Lebanese 
territory unless they are attacked first. It is also relevant to mention a recent 
joint communiqu6 issued by the PLO and the allied Lebanese parties within the 
context of discussions on the situation in southern Lebanon, according to which 
"all armed forces will be evacuated from villages and towns" and "the PLO will 
remove all of its offices from the city of Tyre". I shall be following up these 
and related developments in the hope that it may be possible to bring about 
conditions in which UNIFIL's mandate can be progressively realizrd. 

39. I wish here to express appreciation to the Government of Lebanon for its 
co-operation in the efforts of UNIFIL to make progress in extremely difficult 
conditions,. I am very much aware that the situation in southern Lebanon is closely 
related to the situation in the rest of Lebanon, and that we have an obligation to 
give a very high priority to assistance to the Lebanese Government in its efforts 
to restore its authority and sovereignty in the area. 

40. I wish also to express appreciation to the successive Presidents of the 
Security Council for their tireless efforts to bring about positive developments 
in this situation. Their involvement is a symbol of th e responsibility assumed by 
the? United Nations in this extremely sensitive area of the world and of the 
d@ermination of the Organization to make progress by peaceful means in the 
interests both of the Government and people of Lebanon and also of international 
peace and security. I have also greatly appreciated the efforts of a number of 
Governments in pursuit of resolution 444 (1979), which urged Member States which 
were in a position to do so to bring their influence to bear in support of UNIFIL's 
discharge of its mandate. 

/ . . . 
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41. Although the present report shows clearly the obstacles which have so far 
prevented UNIFIL from fulfilling all of its tasks, I wish to emphasize once again 
the indispensable function which UNIFIL is actually performing in bringing calm to 
a sorely affected area and in reducing the active threat to international peace 
and security which the situation in southern Lebanon would otherwise constitute. 
For this reason and taking into account all aspects of the problems, I feel obliged 
to recommend for the Council's consideration the extension of the mandate of UNIFIL 
for a further period of six months. The Lebanese Governmmt has informed me of its 
full agreement with this recommendation. Although I am aware that there may be 
reservations about the period suggested, I believe that taking into account both the 
political and practical factors concerned, such a recommendation is realistic. 

42. Although, as I have explained, I hwe no alternative but to make this 
recommendation, I must also express my view that UNIFIL cannot continue to function 
without certain essential conditions being fulfilled. An adequate security zone 
around the UNIFIL headquarters in Naqoura is perhaps the most immediate of these. 
A cessation of the harassment of the civilian population and of UNIFIL by the 
de facto forces is another prerequisite. It goes without saying that a change in 
the position of the Israeli authorities is yet another prerequisite for significant 
progress. The continuation of the over-all co-operation of the PLO is also an 
essential condition of the effective discharge by UNIFIL of its duties. The 
fulfilment of these conditions will enable UNIFIL to achieve a significant and 
steady rate of progress in fulfilling all of the tasks assigned to it by the 
Security Council. This alone can in the end justify the continuation of this very 
important peace-keeping operation. 

43. In concluding this report, I wish to pay tribute to the Chief Co-ordinator 
of United Nations Peace-keeping Missions in the Middle East, 
Lieutenant-General Ensio Siilasvuo, to the Commander of UNIFIL, 
Major-General Erskine, and his staff, both civilian and military, the officers and 
men of the contingrnts of UNIFIL as well as the UNTSO military observers assigned 
to the area, for their courage, dedication and steady discipline in the face of a 
very difficult and sometimes dangerous situation. I wish also to express my 
appreciation to the Governmmts which are providing contingents and other forms of 
support to UNIFIL. 

I . . . 




